Let U(oo), O(oo) and Sp(oo) be the direct limits of the finite-dimensional unitary, orthogonal and symplectic groups under inclusion, and let P 2 C be the complex projective plane. Then, by a result of R. Wood in X-theory, there exist homotopy equivalences from U(oo) to the space of based maps P 2 C -> O(oo), and to the space of based maps P 2 C -> Sp(oo). In this paper we give an explicit construction of such homotopy equivalences, and prove Wood's theorem by using classical results of R. Bott and elementary homotopy theory.
in direct limits. Thus we shall give another proof of (0.1) which does not use vector bundle theory. This work may be regarded as a continuation of [10] and [11] , and indeed our proof of (0.1) is accomplished by the techniques used there. A by-product of our work is the result that, even for n < oo, the maps χ° and χ^p induce isomorphisms of homotopy groups in sufficiently low dimensions.
Throughout this paper we shall keep the notation of [10] and [11] . In particular, we denote by comm{A, B) the commutator ABA~λB~ι.
Preliminaries.
We begin by fixing our notation. Let /" be the n X n identity matrix. We put 9 A r ) denotes the square matrix with blocks A l9 A 29 ...,A r down the main diagonal and zeroes elsewhere. Also we let P n e O(2n) be the In X In permutation matrix defined in [10; §1] . This matrix represents the transformation
(so that det(P n ) = (-l) n( "-1)/2 ), and we put ρ n = P 2π diag(P n ,P n ) e O(4n), Λ Λ = P 4n diag(β n> βJ e SO(8/ι).
Further, as in [10; §1], we put where X, Y are arbitrary n X n real matrices and Z, W are arbitrary « X n complex matrices, and where i (e C) and y are the standard generators of the algebra H of quaternions.
For brevity, we write 0(2«)/U = 0(2«)/U(n), U(2«)/Sp = U(2w)/Sp(n), U(n)/O = U(«)/0(«), and Sp(«)/U = Sp(«)/U(n). Here the spaces 0(2n)/U(w)> U(2«)/Sp(n) are defined by using the embeddings A -> P n dec(A)P; 1 : U(n) - We denote by K^ the latter embedding Sp(«) -» U(2n), by t^1 the inclusion map O(/j) -» U(n), and by £y /Sp (resp. by ξ^/ o ) the obvious projection map from U(2«) onto U(2«)/Sp (resp. from U(«) onto Let G denote either O or Sp. We further put
and write ^/ (CXG) for the projection map from G(2n) onto 2. Bott maps for the orthogonal and symplectic groups. Here we recall classical results of Bott, which will be used in §5. Let Ώ(X) denote the space of loops on X, and let Ω o (-^) denote the arcwise-connected component of the trivial loop. Consider the following maps: where A e G(«), / e [0,1], and G = O or Sp as in §1. Then the direct limit maps
where we have put ω° = limco°, O(oo)/U = Iimθ(2fl)/U, etc., are defined in the usual way, 1 and the Bott periodicity theorems for the orthogonal and symplectic groups are immediate consequences of the following: THEOREM (2.1) (see [2] , [3] , [4], [5] , and also [8; §24] Xi zi
= with z r = x r + iy r , x r G R, y r G R (r = 0,1,2), and consider the unit 4-sphere 
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for A e U(2H), and for A G U(n). Here [WQIM^IH^] denotes the point of P 2 C corresponding to(w 0 ,w 1? H; 2 )eS(C 3 ). We leave it to the reader to check that χ° and χ^p are well-defined. (2) Also we identify ^(P^/P^; Y) with the 4th iterated loop space of Y in the following way: Let q: P 2 C -» P 2 C/P 1 C be the canonical map, and let (s, t, u, v) = sin(τπ ) sin(ττw) sin(ττr) sin(τr5).
Then each g e ^(PjC/PiC; 7) is regarded as an element of Ω 4 (7) by
g(s)(t)(u)(v) = g{q([w o (u 9 υ):w 1 (s 9 t 9 u 9 ϋ):w 2 (s 9 t 9 u 9 ϋ)])).
With these understood, consider now the diagrams where the labelled maps are as defined before and the bottom rows are induced by the obvious cofibration P 2 C/P 1 C <-P 2 C <-PjC. Taking the direct limits and writing χ£ = limχ^, χ^ = limχ^p, etc., we then get the diagrams (5.1) n and (5.2) n for n = oo, in which all rows are (Hurewicz) fibration sequences.
Sp(n) -> U(2«) U(2n)/Sp

PROPOSITION (5.3).
The diagrams (5.1) n and (5.2) n for n < oo are homotopy-commutatiυe.
This will be proved in §6, the next section. Our main theorem is the following, which is a refinement of Theorem (0.1):
THEOREM (5.4) . The maps χ^ and χ^ are homotopy equivalences, and:
(i) the homomorphism (χ°)*: w r (U(2n)) -> ir r ($(P 2 C; O(8«))) induced by χ^ is isomorphic for r < An -1 with (r, n) Φ (3,1); (ii) the homomorphism (χ^p)*: π r (U(n)) -• τr r (#(P 2 C; Sp(2«))) mducedby χ^p w isomorphic for r < In -1.
Proof. The part for /ι = oo is obtained by an easy five-lemma argument: Combining Theorem (2.1), Lemma (3.1) and Proposition (5.3), and noting J. H. C. Whitehead's theorem (and Theorem 3 of [7] ), we see that χ2 and χ^ are homotopy equivalences.
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The remaining part is proved as follows. 2 Consider the commutative diagram (8))) is monomorphic but not epimoφhic. Hence the homotopy-commutativity of (5.1b) n and (5.2b) n for n < oo follows, and considering the direct limits Θ°(r) and Θ^p(r), we see that (5.1b)^ and (5.2b)^ are also homotopy-commutative.
Proof of Proposition (5.3).
Next we shall prove the homotopy-commutativity of (5.1a) n and (5.2a) n . For /% s, t, u, ve [0, 1] , let F 2n (r 9 u 9 ϋ)eO (Zn) and G 2n (r 9 U 9 Ό) e Sp(2/i) be as defined in [10; §4] , and put V H (s,t,u) = W n {s,t,u) = exp(|w/7 2n )exp(|ri7;)exp(|s/ n ) e Sp(2n).
Further, put V n {s,t)= V n (s,t,0) , W n {s,t)= W n (s,t,0) , and define the maps where A e Sp(«) and ;r,s,t,u,v) = comm ((V n (s, t^F^r, u 9 (A;r,s,t,u,υ) = comm ((^(5, ήY'G^ir, u 9 υ)W n {s 9 1) 9 diag(Λ, /j).
Then for r = 0, we have F 2n (0,u,v) (0,u,v) By passage to the quotients, these induce maps U(w)/O -> U(2«)/O, and then, since Γ n (l) diag(Λ, I n )(T n (l)y ι = P w diag(^, /JP," 1 and Γ Λ (0) = / 2jl , we get a homotopy between ^/ o and the canonical injection U(n)/O -» U(2«)/O for each H. Taking the direct limit, we get the required homotopy.
Replacing U(n)/O by U(2/i)/Sp, and T n (t) by the Kronecker product of T n (t) and / 2 , we can see by the same type of argument that ^/ Sp is homotopic to the identity. We leave further details to the reader. Appendix 2. Note on the conventions mentioned in §5. For brevity we let / = [0,1] here. Let P n C be the ^-dimensional complex projective space, and let Y be an arbitrary based space. In §5, we have identified the space ^(PiC; Y) with Ω 2 (7) and the space f^C/P^; Y) with Ω 4 (7). These identifications are based on the following observations:
(1) Let P W R be the m-dimensional real projective space, and put z o ^i •" ^J from P 2w+1 R to P n C defines, by restriction and by passage to the quotient, a homeomorphism from P 2W R/P 2M _ 1 R to V n C/V n _ 1 C.
Combining (1) and (2) and taking m = In, we thus get a homeomorphism from I 2n /dl 2n to P^C/P^.JLC, and hence a homeomorphism from
